
Christians are generally familiar with the idea of a worldview. Christians know worldviews
because their own worldview, the authentic one with which the Bible blesses them, is so distinct
from the implicit worldview others learn from public schooling and popular culture. Christians
also generally appreciate the power that a worldview has, whether positive or negative, over the
course and prosperity of a life, indeed also of a community and nation. The Bible repeatedly
illustrates how even a chosen people Israel can catastrophically fail when swapping a biblical
worldview for the pagan, materialistic, hedonistic, or other distorted lenses and ideologies the
world offers. Moderns don’t generally worship Baal, Molech, and Asherah, but they certainly
worship their modern equivalents. And when they do, disaster generally sooner or later follows.
Yes, the wicked sometimes prosper, but only for a time and never eternally.

Yet as powerful as we know worldviews are, think
for a moment what makes them so powerful. To
guide a person at all, as some kind of
semi-functioning outlook no matter how weak or
distorted, a worldview must have coherence, which
means a sort of sticking together in some kind of
unity, and purpose, which means directing its holder
to some form of goal. Unity is necessary to give the
holder some kind of world construct within which to
think, choose, and operate. Purpose is necessary to

give the holder some kind of value system or hierarchy within which to choose. A materialistic,
Darwinian worldview, for instance, might explain to a person why life often seems so hard
while also giving the person a survival-of-the-fittest rationale to act, protect, and acquire. A
New Age, buddhist, or other worldview would give different reasons prompting different
actions, but each worldview would have explanatory power and spur purposive action.

Incomplete, distorted, weak worldviews tend fail in their explanatory power. They also tend not
to prompt consistent directed action tending to achieve desirable results. The consequences can
be anxiety, distraction, confusion, and even loss of energy leading to depression. Not every such
symptom has its cause in a worldview issue. Poor mental health can have a long list of
physiological and environmental causes. But a sound worldview can, over the long haul, make
an enormous difference in the quality of one’s life, activities, outlook, and relationships. We
don’t worship the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit simply because such an outlook has
immeasurable eternal blessings. But we’re also very glad that worldview does. Hold fast to the
truth, and help others do so, too.


